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Tax, Inequality, and Human Rights
Advocates within the human rights movement have
had remarkable success establishing new
international laws, securing concrete changes in
human rights policies and practices, and transforming
the terms of public debate. Yet too often, the
strategies these advocates have employed are not
broadly shared or known. Campaigning for Justice
addresses this gap to explain the "how" of the human
rights movement. Written from a practitioner's
perspective, this book explores the strategies behind
some of the most innovative human rights campaigns
of recent years. Drawing on interviews with dozens of
experienced human rights advocates, the book delves
into local, regional, and international efforts to
discover how advocates were able to address
seemingly intractable abuses and secure concrete
advances in human rights. These accounts provide a
window into the way that human rights advocates
conduct their work, their real-life struggles and
challenges, the rich diversity of tools and strategies
they employ, and ultimately, their courage and
persistence in advancing human rights.

Human Rights and Disability Advocacy
In a short space of time, the right to water has
emerged from relative obscurity to claim a prominent
place in human rights theory and practice. This book
explores this rise descriptively and prescriptively. It
analyses the recognition, use and partly impact, of
the right to water in international and comparative
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law, civil society mobilisation and public policy. It also
scrutinises the normative implications of the right to
water with a focus on challenges and puzzles it
creates for law and policymaking. These questions are
explored globally and comparatively within different
dynamics of the sector - water allocation, water
access and urban and rural water reform - and in
conjunction with the right to sanitation. This multidisciplinary volume reveals the diverse ways in which
the right to water has been adopted, but also its
limitations when faced with the realities of political
economy, political ecology and partly, traditional legal
thought.

Universal Human Rights and
Extraterritorial Obligations
International relations affects everyone's lives: their
security, economic well-being, rights and freedoms,
and the environment they share. Recently we have
seen the transformation from a world of empires to
today's world of sovereign states, which are
enmeshed in a complex array of international
institutions, all exercising degrees of political
authority. The new global organization of political
authority has far-reaching consequences. This Very
Short Introduction untangles this complex world,
providing an accessible framework for understanding
the contours of global political change. Christian ReusSmit treats theory as an indispensable tool for
grasping international relations, but demystifies
theorizing, introducing it as an everyday human
practice. He surveys a range of theories, from realism
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to feminism: reading them as contrasting
perspectives on the global organization of political
authority. Historically, such organization has been
shaped by diverse social forces, four of which are
discussed in detail: shifting patterns of warfare,
changing economic conditions, struggles for rights,
and the politics of culture. Reus-Smit concludes with a
reflection on the future of international relations in an
era of profound global change. ABOUT THE SERIES:
The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost
every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the
perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly.
Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

Human Rights Unbound
"We are living through the endtimes of the civilizing
mission. The ineffectual International Criminal Court
and its disastrous first prosecutor, Luis MorenoOcampo, along with the failure in Syria of the
Responsibility to Protect are the latest pieces of
evidence not of transient misfortunes but of fatal
structural defects in international humanism. Whether
it is the increase in deadly attacks on aid workers, the
torture and 'disappearing' of al-Qaeda suspects by
American officials, the flouting of international law by
states such as Sri Lanka and Sudan, or the shambles
of the Khmer Rouge tribunal in Phnom Penh, the
prospect of one world under secular human rights law
is receding. What seemed like a dawn is in fact a
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sunset. The foundations of universal liberal norms and
global governance are crumbling."—from The
Endtimes of Human Rights In a book that is at once
passionate and provocative, Stephen Hopgood
argues, against the conventional wisdom, that the
idea of universal human rights has become not only ill
adapted to current realities but also overambitious
and unresponsive. A shift in the global balance of
power away from the United States further
undermines the foundations on which the global
human rights regime is based. American decline
exposes the contradictions, hypocrisies and
weaknesses behind the attempt to enforce this
regime around the world and opens the way for
resurgent religious and sovereign actors to challenge
human rights. Historically, Hopgood writes, universal
humanist norms inspired a sense of secular religiosity
among the new middle classes of a rapidly
modernizing Europe. Human rights were the product
of a particular worldview (Western European and
Christian) and specific historical moments
(humanitarianism in the nineteenth century, the
aftermath of the Holocaust). They were an antidote to
a troubling contradiction—the coexistence of a belief
in progress with horrifying violence and growing
inequality. The obsolescence of that founding purpose
in the modern globalized world has, Hopgood asserts,
transformed the institutions created to perform it,
such as the International Committee of the Red Cross
and recently the International Criminal Court, into selfperpetuating structures of intermittent power and
authority that mask their lack of democratic
legitimacy and systematic ineffectiveness. At their
best, they provide relief in extraordinary situations of
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great distress; otherwise they are serving up a
mixture of false hope and unaccountability sustained
by “human rights” as a global brand. The Endtimes of
Human Rights is sure to be controversial. Hopgood
makes a plea for a new understanding of where hope
lies for human rights, a plea that mourns the promise
but rejects the reality of universalism in favor of a less
predictable encounter with the diverse realities of
today’s multipolar world.

The Twilight of Human Rights Law
Comprehensive and accessible, Tim Newburn’s
bestselling Criminology provides an introduction to
the fundamental themes, concepts, theories, methods
and events that underpin the subject and form the
basis for all undergraduate degree courses and
modules in Criminology and Criminal Justice. This
third edition includes: A new chapter on politics,
reflecting the ever increasing coverage of political
influence and decision making on criminology courses
New and updated crime data and analysis of trends,
plus new content on recent events such as the
Volkswagen scandal, the latest developments on
historic child abuse, as well as extended coverage
throughout of the English riots A fully revised and
updated companion website, including exam, review
and multiple choice questions, a live Twitter feed from
the author providing links to media and academic
coverage of events related to the concepts covered in
the book, together with links to a dedicated textbook
Facebook page Fully updated to reflect recent
developments in the field and extensively illustrated,
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this authoritative text, written by a leading
criminologist and experienced lecturer, is essential
reading for all students of Criminology and related
fields.

Campaigning for Justice
Society is broken. We can design our way to a better
one. In our interconnected world, self-interest and
social-interest are rapidly becoming indistinguishable.
If current negative trajectories remain, including
growing climate destabilization, biodiversity loss, and
economic inequality, an impending future of
ecological collapse and societal destabilization will
make “personal success” virtually meaningless. Yet
our broken social system incentivizes behavior that
will only make our problems worse. If true human
rights progress is to be achieved today, it is time we
dig deeper—rethinking the very foundation of our
social system. In this engaging, important work, Peter
Joseph, founder of the world’s largest grassroots
social movement—The Zeitgeist Movement—draws
from economics, history, philosophy, and modern
public-health research to present a bold case for
rethinking activism in the 21st century. Arguing
against the long-standing narrative of universal
scarcity and other pervasive myths that defend the
current state of affairs, The New Human Rights
Movement illuminates the structural causes of
poverty, social oppression, and the ongoing
degradation of public health, and ultimately presents
the case for an updated economic approach. Joseph
explores the potential of this grand shift and how we
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can design our way to a world where the human
family has become truly sustainable. The New Human
Rights Movement reveals the critical importance of a
unified activism working to overcome the inherent
injustice of our system. This book warns against what
is in store if we continue to ignore the flaws of our
socioeconomic approach, while also revealing the
bright and expansive future possible if we succeed.
Will you join the movement?

Free Speech: A Very Short Introduction
Today it is usually not long before a problem gets
expressed as a human rights issue. An appeal to
human rights in the face of injustice can be a heartfelt
and morally justified demand for some, while for
others it remains merely an empty slogan. Taking an
international perspective and focusing on highly
topical issues such as torture, arbitrary detention,
privacy, health and discrimination, this Very Short
Introduction will help readers to understand for
themselves the controversies and complexities
behind this vitally relevant issue. Looking at the
philosophical justification for rights, the historical
origins of human rights and how they are formed in
law, Andrew Clapham explains what our human rights
actually are, what they might be, and where the
human rights movement is heading. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from
Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books
are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
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perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

Human Rights: A Very Short Introduction
Human Rights: Politics and Practice is an introduction
to human rights that goes beyond a purely legal
perspective to look at theoretical issues and practical
approaches. Bringing together leading experts, it is
up to date with cutting edge research in a constantly
evolving field.

Comparative Human Rights Law
Interest in international law has increased greatly
over the past decade, largely because of its central
place in discussions such as the Iraq War and
Guantanamo, the World Trade Organisation, the anticapitalist movement, the Kyoto Convention on climate
change, and the apparent failure of theinternational
system to deal with the situations in Palestine and
Darfur, and the plights of refugees and illegal
immigrants around the world. This Very Short
Introduction explains what international law is, what
its role in international society is, and how it operates.
Vaughan Lowe examines what international law can
and cannot do and what it is and what it isn't doing to
make the world a better place. Focussing on the
problems the worldfaces, Lowe uses terrorism,
environmental change, poverty, and international
violence to demonstrate the theories and practice of
international law, and how the principles can be used
for international co-operation.
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The Endtimes of Human Rights
The Sovereignty of Human Rights advances a legal
theory of international human rights that defines their
nature and purpose in relation to the structure and
operation of international law. Professor Macklem
argues that the mission of international human rights
law is to mitigate adverse consequences produced by
the international legal deployment of sovereignty to
structure global politics into an international legal
order. The book contrasts this legal conception of
international human rights with moral conceptions
that conceive of human rights as instruments that
protect universal features of what it means to be a
human being. The book also takes issue with political
conceptions of international human rights that focus
on the function or role that human rights plays in
global political discourse. It demonstrates that human
rights traditionally thought to lie at the margins of
international human rights law - minority rights,
indigenous rights, the right of self-determination,
social rights, labor rights, and the right to
development - are central to the normative
architecture of the field.

Animal Rights: A Very Short Introduction
What are the limits of human rights, and what do
these limits mean? This volume engages critically and
constructively with this question to provide a distinct
contribution to the contemporary discussion on
human rights. Fassbender and Traisbach, along with a
group of leading experts in the field, examine the
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issue from multiple disciplinary perspectives,
analysing the limits of our current discourse of human
rights. It does so in an original way, and without
attempting to deconstruct, or deny, human rights.
Each contribution is supplemented by an engaging
comment which furthers this important discussion.
This combination of perspectives paves the way for
further thought for scholars, practitioners, students,
and the wider public. Ultimately, this volume provides
an exceptionally rich spectrum of viewpoints and
arguments across disciplines to offer fresh insights
into human rights and its limitations.

Inventing Human Rights: A History
(unseen), $12.95. Donnelly explicates and defends an
account of human rights as universal rights.
Considering the competing claims of the universality,
particularity, and relativity of human rights, he argues
that the historical contingency and particularity of
human rights is completely compatible with a
conception of human rights as universal moral rights,
and thus does not require the acceptance of claims of
cultural relativism. The book moves between
theoretical argument and historical practice. Rigorous
and tightly-reasoned, material and perspectives from
many disciplines are incorporated. Paper edition
Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland,
OR

Human Rights
Human rights offer a vision of international justice
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that today’s idealistic millions hold dear. Yet the very
concept on which the movement is based became
familiar only a few decades ago when it profoundly
reshaped our hopes for an improved humanity. In this
pioneering book, Samuel Moyn elevates that
extraordinary transformation to center stage and asks
what it reveals about the ideal’s troubled present and
uncertain future.

Universal Human Rights in Theory and
Practice
For the first time, Human Rights and Tax in an
Unequal World brings together works by human rights
and tax law experts, to illustrate the linkages between
the two fields and to reveal their mutual relevance in
tackling economic, social, and political inequalities.
Against the backdrop of systemic corporate tax
avoidance, the widespread use of tax havens,
persistent pressures to embrace austerity policies,
and growing gaps between the rich and poor, this
book encourages readers to understand fiscal policy
as human rights policy, with profound consequences
for the wellbeing of citizens around the world. The
essays collected examine where the foundational
principles of tax law and human rights law intersect
and diverge; discuss the cross-border nature and
human rights impacts of abusive practices like tax
avoidance and evasion; question the role of states in
bringing transparency and accountability to tax
policies and practices; highlight the responsibility of
private sector actors for the consequences of tax
laws; and critically evaluate certain domestic tax rules
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through the lens of equality and non-discrimination.
The contributing scholars and practitioners explore
how an international human rights framework can
anchor debates around international tax reform and
domestic fiscal consolidation in existing state
obligations. They address what human rights law
requires of state tax policies, and what a state's tax
laws and loopholes mean for the enjoyment of human
rights within and outside its borders. Ultimately, tax
and human rights both turn on the relationship
between the individual and the state, and thus both
fields face crises as the social contract frays and
populist, illiberal regimes are on the rise.

A Very Short, Fairly Interesting and
Reasonably Cheap Book About Human
Resource Management
The concept of law lies at the heart of our social and
political life. Legal philosophy, or jurisprudence,
explores the notion of law and its role in society,
illuminating its meaning and its relation to the
universal questions of justice, rights, and morality. In
this Very Short Introduction Raymond Wacks analyses
the nature and purpose of the legal system, and the
practice by courts, lawyers, and judges. Wacks
reveals the intriguing and challenging nature of legal
philosophy with clarity and enthusiasm, providing an
enlightening guide to the central questions of legal
theory. In this revised edition Wacks makes a number
of updates including new material on legal realism,
changes to the approach to the analysis of law and
legal theory, and updates to historical and
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anthropological jurisprudence. ABOUT THE SERIES:
The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost
every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the
perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly.
Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

The American Convention on Human
Rights
'I disapprove of what you say, but I will defend to the
death your right to say it' This slogan, attributed to
Voltaire, is frequently quoted by defenders of free
speech. Yet it is rare to find anyone prepared to
defend all expression in every circumstance,
especially if the views expressed incite violence. So
where do the limits lie? What is the real value of free
speech? Here, Nigel Warburton offers a concise guide
to important questions facing modern society about
the value and limits of free speech: Where should a
civilized society draw the line? Should we be free to
offend other people's religion? Are there good
grounds for censoring pornography? Has the Internet
changed everything? This Very Short Introduction is a
thought-provoking, accessible, and up-to-date
examination of the liberal assumption that free
speech is worth preserving at any cost. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from
Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books
are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
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quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

Social and Cultural Anthropology: A Very
Short Introduction
Preface -- Introduction: what is critical theory? -- The
frankfurt school -- A matter of method -- Critical
theory and modernism -- Alienation and reification -Enlightened illusions -- The utopian laboratory -- The
happy consciousness -- The great refusal -- From
resignation to renewal -- Unfinished tasks -- Further
reading -- Index

Philosophy of Law: A Very Short
Introduction
By presenting models for understanding animals'
moral status and rights, and examining their mental
lives and welfare, the author explores the implications
for how we should treat animals in connection with
our diet, zoos, and research.

International Law
Globalization challenges fundamental principles
governing international law, especially with respect to
state sovereignty and international relations. This
transformation has had a significant impact on the
practice of trade law, financial regulation, and
environmental law but relatively little effect on one
area of law and regulation: human rights. Universal
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Human Rights and Extraterritorial Obligations
examines both the international and domestic
foundations of human rights law. What other
contemporary human rights debates have almost
totally ignored is that in an increasingly
interdependent world—where public and private
international actors have great influence on the lives
of individuals everywhere—it is insufficient to assess
only the record of domestic governments in human
rights. It is equally important to assess the effect of
actions taken by intergovernmental organizations,
international private entities, and foreign states. From
this standpoint, contributors to this book address how
states' actions or omissions may affect the prospects
of individuals in foreign states and asks important
questions: To what extent do agricultural policies of
rich countries influence the right to food in poorer
countries? How do decisions to screen asylum seekers
outside state borders affect refugee rights? How does
cooperation among different states in the "war on
terror" influence individuals' rights to be free from
torture? This volume presents a brief for a more
complex and updated approach to the protection of
human rights worldwide.

The Limits of Human Rights
At a time when human rights are coming under
increasing pressure, in-depth knowledge and
understanding of their foundations, conceptual
underpinnings and current practice remain crucial.
The second edition of Walter Kalin and Jorg Kunzli's
authoritative book provides a concise but
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comprehensive legal analysis of international human
rights protection at the global and regional levels. It
shows that human rights are real rights creating legal
entitlements for those who are protected by them and
imposing legal obligations on those bound by them.
Based, in particular, on a wide-ranging analysis of
international case-law, the book focuses on the
sources and scope of application of human rights and
a discussion of their substantive guarantees. Further
chapters describe the different mechanisms to
monitor the implementation of human rights
obligations, ranging from the regional human rights
courts in Africa, the Americas and Europe and the UN
treaty bodies to the international criminal tribunals,
the International Court of Justice and the UN Security
Council. The book is based on an understanding of
human rights as legal concepts that address basic
human needs and vulnerabilities, and highlights the
indivisibility of civil and political rights on the one and
economic, social and cultural rights on the other
hand. It also highlights the convergence of
international human rights and international
humanitarian law and the interlinkages with
international criminal law as well as general
international law, in particular the law of state
responsibility.

Wollstonecraft, Mill, and Women's
Human Rights
The Philosophy of Human Rights brings together an
extensive collection of classical and contemporary
writings on the topic of human rights, including
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genocide, ethnic cleansing, minority cultures, gay and
lesbian rights, and the environment, providing an
exceptionally comprehensive introduction. Sources
include authors such as Aristotle, Cicero, Thomas
Aquinas, Confucius, Hobbes, Locke, rant. Marx,
Gandhi. Hart, Feinberg, Nussbaum, the Dalai Lama,
Derrida, Lyocard and Rorty. Ideal for courses in
human rights, social theory, ethical theory, and
political science, each reading; begins with a brief
introduction, and is followed with study questions and
suggested further readings.

The Human Right to Water
Human Rights between Idealism and Realism
presents human rights in action, focusing on their
effectiveness as legal tools designed to benefit
human beings. By combining conceptual analysis with
an emphasis on procedures and mechanisms of
implementation, this volume provides a
multidimensional overview of human rights. After
examining briefly the history of human rights, the
author analyses the intellectual framework that forms
the basis of their legitimacy. In particular, he covers
the concept of universality and the widely used model
that classifies human rights into clusters of different
'generations'. The volume then moves on to analyse
of the activities of the political institutions of the
United Nations, the expert bodies established by the
relevant treaties, and the international tribunals
specifically entrusted at the regional level with
protecting human rights. The author explains how and
why ithe classical array of politically inspired informal
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devices has been enriched by the addition of
international criminal procedures and by endeavours
to introduce civil suits against alleged individual
violators of human rights. Finally, the volume is
rounded off by a consideration of the importance of
humanitarian law as an instrument for the protection
of human life and dignity and an exploration of the
future of human rights.

Democracy: A Very Short Introduction
A novel and important argument that the articulation
of women’s rights was a necessary prerequisite to the
development of a coherent and universal theory of
human rights. This title was made Open Access by
libraries from around the world through Knowledge
Unlatched.

The U. S. Constitution: a Very Short
Introduction
Today it is usually not long before a problem gets
expressed as a human rights issue. An appeal to
human rights in the face of injustice can be a heartfelt
and morally justified demand for some, while for
others it remains merely an empty slogan. Taking an
international perspective and focusing on highly
topical issues such as torture, arbitrary detention,
privacy, health and discrimination, this Very Short
Introduction will help readers to understand for
themselves the controversies and complexities
behind this vitally relevant issue. Looking at the
philosophical justification for rights, the historical
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origins of human rights and how they are formed in
law, Andrew Clapham explains what our human rights
actually are, what they might be, and where the
human rights movement is heading. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from
Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books
are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

Human Rights
The age of human rights has been kindest to the rich.
Even as state violations of political rights garnered
unprecedented attention due to human rights
campaigns, a commitment to material equality
disappeared. In its place, market fundamentalism has
emerged as the dominant force in national and global
economies. In this provocative book, Samuel Moyn
analyzes how and why we chose to make human
rights our highest ideals while simultaneously
neglecting the demands of a broader social and
economic justice. In a pioneering history of rights
stretching back to the Bible, Not Enough charts how
twentieth-century welfare states, concerned about
both abject poverty and soaring wealth, resolved to
fulfill their citizens’ most basic needs without
forgetting to contain how much the rich could tower
over the rest. In the wake of two world wars and the
collapse of empires, new states tried to take welfare
beyond its original European and American
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homelands and went so far as to challenge inequality
on a global scale. But their plans were foiled as a
neoliberal faith in markets triumphed instead. Moyn
places the career of the human rights movement in
relation to this disturbing shift from the egalitarian
politics of yesterday to the neoliberal globalization of
today. Exploring why the rise of human rights has
occurred alongside enduring and exploding inequality,
and why activists came to seek remedies for
indigence without challenging wealth, Not Enough
calls for more ambitious ideals and movements to
achieve a humane and equitable world.

Philosophy of Human Rights
If you want to know what anthropology is, look at
what anthropologists do. This Very Short Introduction
to Social and Cultural Anthropology combines an
accessible account of some of the disciplines guiding
principles and methodology with abundant examples
and illustrations of anthropologists at work. Peter Just
and John Monaghan begin by discussing
anthropologys most important contributions to
modern thought: its investigation of culture as a
distinctively human characteristic, its doctrine of
cultural relativism, and its methodology of fieldwork
and ethnography. They then examine specific ways in
which social and cultural anthropology have advanced
our understanding of human society and culture,
drawing on examples from their own fieldwork. The
book ends with an assessment of anthropologys
present position, and a look forward to its likely
future. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
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Introductions series from Oxford University Press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject
area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to
get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert
authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new
ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable.

Criminology
This book explores to what extent a state owes
human rights obligations to individuals outside of its
territory, when the conduct of that state impacts upon
the lives of those individuals. It draws upon legal and
political philosophy to develop a theory of
extraterritoriality based on the nature of human
rights, merging accounts of economic, social, and
cultural rights with those of civil and political rights
Lea Raible outlines four main arguments aimed at
changing the way we think about the
extraterritoriality of human rights. First, she argues
that questions regarding extraterritoriality are really
about justifying the allocation of human rights
obligations to specific states. Second, the book shows
that human rights as found in international human
rights treaties are underpinned by the values of
integrity and equality. Third, she shows that these
same values justify the allocation of human rights
obligations towards specific individuals to public
institutions - including states - that hold political
power over those individuals. And finally, the book
demonstrates that title to territory is best captured by
the value of stability, as opposed to integrity and
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equality. On this basis, Raible concludes that all
standards in international human rights treaties that
count as human rights require that a threshold of
jurisdiction, understood as political power over
individuals, is met. The book applies this theory of
extraterritoriality to explain the obligations of states
in a wide range of cases.

Political Philosophy: A Very Short
Introduction
Courts in different jurisdictions face similar human
rights questions. Does the death penalty breach
human rights? Does freedom of speech include racist
speech? Is there a right to health? This book uses the
prism of comparative law to examine the fascinating
ways in which these difficult questions are decided.
On the one hand, the shared language of human
rights suggests that there should be similar solutions
to comparable problems. On the other hand, there are
important differences. Constitutional texts are worded
differently; courts have differing relationships with the
legislature; and there are divergences in socioeconomic development, politics, and history.
Nevertheless, there is a growing transnational
conversation between courts, with cases in one
jurisdiction being cited in others. Part I sets out the
cross-cutting themes which shape the ways judges
respond to challenging human rights issues. It
examines when it is legitimate to refer to foreign
materials; how universality and cultural relativity are
balanced in human rights law; the appropriate role of
courts in adjudicating human rights in a democracy;
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and the principles judges use to interpret human
rights texts. The book is unusual in transcending the
distinction between socio-economic rights and civil
and political rights. Part II applies these cross-cutting
themes to comparing human rights law in the US, UK,
South Africa, Canada, and India. Its focus is on seven
particularly challenging issues: the death penalty,
abortion, housing, health, speech, education and
religion, with the aim of inspiring further comparative
examination of other pressing human rights issues.

The Last Utopia
No political concept is more used, and misused, than
that of democracy. Nearly every regime today claims
to be democratic, but not all 'democracies' allow free
politics, and free politics existed long before
democratic franchises. This book is a short account of
the history of the doctrine and practice of democracy,
from ancient Greece and Rome through the American,
French, and Russian revolutions, and of the usages
and practices associated with it in the modern world.
It argues that democracy is a necessary but not a
sufficient condition for good government, and that
ideas of the rule of law, and of human rights, should
in some situations limit democratic claims. ABOUT
THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from
Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books
are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
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Philosophy of Human Rights
Human Rights and Disability Advocacy brings
together perspectives from civil society
representatives who played key roles in the drafting
of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities, shedding light on the emergent practices
of a "new diplomacy" and the larger enterprise of
human rights advocacy at the international level.

International Relations: a Very Short
Introduction
This book introduces readers to the concepts of
political philosophy. It starts by explaining why the
subject is important and how it tackles basic ethical
questions such as 'how should we live together in
society?' It looks at political authority, the reasons
why we need politics at all, the limitations of politics,
and whether there are areas of life that shouldn't be
governed by politics. It explores the connections
between political authority and justice, a constant
theme in political philosophy, and the ways in which
social justice can be used to regulate rather than
destroy a market economy. David Miller discusses
why nations are the natural units of government and
whether the rise of multiculturalism and transnational
co-operation will change this: will we ever see the
formation of a world government? ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from
Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books
are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
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quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

Human Rights and Social Justice
Conceived by Chris Grey as an antidote to
conventional textbooks, each book in the ‘Very Short,
Fairly Interesting and Reasonably Cheap’ series takes
a core area of the curriculum and turns it on its head
by providing a critical and sophisticated overview of
the key issues and debates in an informal,
conversational and often humorous way.

The Sovereignty of Human Rights
Offering a unique perspective that views human
rights as the foundation of social justice, Joseph
Wronka’s groundbreaking Human Rights and Social
Justice outlines human rights and social justice
concerns as a powerful conceptual framework for
policy and practice interventions for the helping and
health professions. This highly accessible,
interdisciplinary text urges the creation of a human
rights culture as a “lived awareness” of human rights
principles, including human dignity,
nondiscrimination, civil and political rights, economic,
social, and cultural rights, and solidarity rights. The
Second Edition includes numerous social action
activities and questions for discussion to help
scholars, activists, and practitioners promote a human
rights culture and the overall well-being of
populations across the globe.
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Not Enough
Today it is usually not long before a problem gets
expressed as a human rights issue. Indeed, human
rights law continues to gain increasing attention
internationally, and must move quickly in order to
keep up with a social world that changes so rapidly.
This Very Short Introduction, in its second edition,
brings the issue of human rights up to date,
considering the current controversies surrounding the
movement. Discussing torture and arbitrary detention
in the context of counter terrorism, Andrew Clapham
also considers new challenges to human rights in the
context of privacy, equality and the right to health.
Looking at the philosophical justification for rights, the
historical origins of human rights and how they are
formed in law, Clapham explains what our human
rights actually are, what they might be, and where
the human rights movement is heading. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from
Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books
are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

Human Rights: A Very Short Introduction
“A tour de force.”—Gordon S. Wood, New York Times
Book Review How were human rights invented, and
how does their tumultuous history influence their
perception and our ability to protect them today?
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From Professor Lynn Hunt comes this extraordinary
cultural and intellectual history, which traces the
roots of human rights to the rejection of torture as a
means for finding the truth. She demonstrates how
ideas of human relationships portrayed in novels and
art helped spread these new ideals and how human
rights continue to be contested today.

The New Human Rights Movement
Countries solemnly intone their commitment to
human rights, and they ratify endless international
treaties and conventions designed to signal that
commitment. At the same time, there has been no
marked decrease in human rights violations, even as
the language of human rights has become the
dominant mode of international moral criticism. Wellknown violators like Libya, Saudi Arabia, and Sudan
have sat on the U.N. Council on Human Rights. But it's
not just the usual suspects that flagrantly disregard
the treaties. Brazil pursues extrajudicial killings. South
Africa employs violence against protestors. India
tolerate child labor and slavery. The United States
tortures. In The Twilight of Human Rights Law--the
newest addition to Oxford's highly acclaimed
Inalienable Rights series edited by Geoffrey
Stone--the eminent legal scholar Eric A. Posner argues
that purposefully unenforceable human rights treaties
are at the heart of the world's failure to address
human rights violations. Because countries
fundamentally disagree about what the public good
requires and how governments should allocate limited
resources in order to advance it, they have
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established a regime that gives them maximum
flexibility--paradoxically characterized by a huge
number of vague human rights that encompass nearly
all human activity, along with weak enforcement
machinery that churns out new rights but cannot
enforce any of them. Posner looks to the foreign aid
model instead, contending that we should judge
compliance by comprehensive, concrete metrics like
poverty reduction, instead of relying on ambiguous,
weak, and easily manipulated checklists of specific
rights. With a powerful thesis, a concise overview of
the major developments in international human rights
law, and discussions of recent international human
rights-related controversies, The Twilight of Human
Rights Law is an indispensable contribution to this
important area of international law from a leading
scholar in the field.

The European Court of Human Rights
Combining the sustained, coherent perspective of an
authored text with diverse, authoritative primary
readings, Philosophy of Human Rights provides the
context and commentary students need to
comprehend challenging rights concepts. Clear,
accessible writing, thoughtful consideration of primary
source documents, and practical, everyday examples
pertinent to students' lives enhance this core
textbook for courses on human rights and political
philosophy. The first part of the book explores
theoretical aspects, including the nature, justification,
content, and scope of rights. With an emphasis on
contemporary issues and debates, the second part
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applies these theories to practical issues such as
political discourse, free expression, the right to
privacy, children's rights, and victims' rights. The third
part of the book features the crucial documents that
are referred to throughout the book, including the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women, the African Charter on
Human Rights and Peoples' Rights, and many more.

Human Rights
This book offers a thorough, critical, and accessible
analysis of the American Convention on Human Rights
which is the main human rights treaty of the
Americas. The authors closely review the
jurisprudence and the binding judgments of the two
institutions charged with interpreting the Convention:
The Inter-American Court of Human Rights and The
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights.They
focus on the rights most developed by the Court and
Commission, namely the rights to equality, life,
humane treatment, personal liberty, property, due
process and judicial protection, as well as the freedom
of expression and reparations. They examine the case
law with a victim-centered lens while identifying key
jurisprudential developments, discussing critical areas
that lack consistency and rigor, and proposing
alternative conceptual approaches. Each chapter
contains an Introduction to compare the Convention
right's formulation with equivalent rights in other
major international and regional treaties; a
background section to consider the right's negotiation
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history; a Scope of Protection section to analyze the
right's provisions (paragraph-by-paragraph or topic-bytopic); and lastly, a Limitations section, if applicable,
to study any limitations to the right. In addition, the
book's Introduction presents an up-to-date overview
of the dynamic Inter-American Human Rights System,
discussing the System's legal instruments, major
institutions, significant impact, key developments,
and current challenges.

The Law of International Human Rights
Protection
"Though the U.S. Constitution was ratified in 1788, its
impact on our lives is as recent as today's news.
Claims and counterclaims about the constitutionality
of governmental actions are a habit of American
politics. This document, which its framers designed to
limit power, often has made political conflict
inevitable. It also has accommodated and legitimized
the political and social changes of a vibrant, powerful
democratic nation. A product of history's first modern
revolution, the Constitution embraced a new formula
for government: it restrained power on behalf of
liberty, but it also granted power to promote and
protect liberty. The U.S. Constitution: A Very Short
Introduction explores the major themes that have
shaped American constitutional history-- federalism,
the balance of powers, property, representation,
equality, rights, and security. Informed by the latest
scholarship, this book places constitutional history
within the context of American political and social
history. We do not operate today under the same
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Constitution created by our founding fathers or the
Constitution as completed by the Bill of Rights in 1791
or even the one revised by the Reconstruction
amendments. Nor are we the same nation. As our
circumstances have changed, so has our
Constitution.Today we face serious challenges to the
nation's constitutional legacy. Endless wars, a sharply
divided electorate and deadlocked government,
economic inequality, immigration, cybersecurity and
privacy, and foreign interference in the nation's
democratic processes, among a host of other issues,
have placed demands on government and on society
that test our constitutional values. Understanding how
the Constitution has evolved will help us adapt its
principles to the challenges of our age"--

Critical Theory: a Very Short Introduction
The European Court of Human Rights, by Angelika
Nussberger is the first title in a new series, The
Elements of International Law. Providing a fresh,
objective, and non-argumentative approach to the
discipline of international law, this series is an
accessible go-to source for practicing international
lawyers, judges and arbitrators, government and
military officers, scholars, teachers, and students. In
this volume, Professor Nussberger explores the
Court's uniqueness as an international adjudicatory
body in the light of its history, structure, and
procedure, as well as its key doctrines and case law.
This book also shows the role played by the Court in
the development of modern international law and
human rights law. Tracing the history of the Court
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from its political context in the 1940s to the present
day, Nussberger engages with pressing questions
about its origins and internal workings. What was the
best model for such an international organization?
How should it evolve within more and more diverse
legal cultures? How does a case move among
different decision-making bodies? These questions
help frame the six parts of the book, whilst the final
section reflects on the past successes and failures of
the Court, shedding light on possible future directions.
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